INTRODUCTION
The detection of distributed microcracks in metals and of multiple fractures in hydrocarbon reservoirs is of primary importance in the aircraft and oil industries. Often elastic wave methods are used, and detection relies on the choice of an appropriate data processing and interpretation technique.
Data interpretation is difficult because of the lack of a reliable analytical framework describing the interaction between elastic waves and distributed cracks or fractures. Most of the analytical work in this area has focused only on the determination of speed and attenuation, as for example in [1-5), and not on reflection. Yet, reflection is the quantity that can be measured most easily.
In this paper, we review recent results concerning the propagation of SH (antiplane) waves that are either normally or obliquely incident on a random distribution of parallel cracks. In this case, the reflection and transmission on either side of the cracked region are given by simple analytical formulas.
Then, we examine a static approximation in which the cracked region is replaced by a homogeneous equivalent slab. The approximation yields a closed-form formula for the reflection coefficient, in terms of frequency, crack length, crack density, slab thickness, and incident angle. This formula and the earlier analytical formula for the reflection are shown to be in good agreement for near-normal incidence and low frequency. As a result, the closed-form formula can be used as a convenient tool to estimate reflection and to enhance data interpretation at a minimal cost.
THEORY
We consider a linearly elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic unbounded solid that contains a uniform distribution of parallel cracks, as shown in Fig. 1 
where p and f1 are the mass density and the shear modulus of the solid. An incident anti plane wave propagates toward the cracks at an angle 0 relative to the Y2 axis.
The displacement u inc , which is in the Y3 direction, is given by (2) where the time-harmonic factor, exp (-iwt), is omitted. In (2), Uo is the amplitude, w is the frequency, and 0 varies in the range 0 S 0 < 7r /2.
The incident wave (2) is subjected to multiple reflections between the cracks.
We omit throughout this work the factor exp( -iwt), which is common to all field variables in a steady-state regime. Since the distribution of cracks is uniform, the number n of cracks per unit area in the slab is constant on average. We define ,= ((1,(2) to be the position vector of a crack center and we attach a system of orthogonal axes (Xl, X2) at e, as shown in Fig. 1 .
We first consider the case when the wave (2) is incident on N cracks that occupy distinct deterministic positions in a rectangle vt; of width 2h and length N/(2hn) centered at the origin 0 in Fig. 1 . In this case, the total displacement u T in the solid is represented in terms of the incident displacement u inc and of the displacements ii,sc scattered by the N cracks in the form
where AN = (,l, ... , eN) denotes the configuration of cracks, and the center position ,i after the semi-colon is used to label the displacement scattered by the ith crack. We define the exciting displacement ii,E on the ith crack as the total displacement minus the ith scattered displacement. 
Next, we assume that the N cracks are randomly and uniformly distributed with constant number density n in the rectangle Vt;. In addition, we assume that
